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First though to the entrance; a gorgeous,
welcoming entrance at that too. Both main
reception rooms are to the front of house with a
family kitchen/breakfast room to the rear. Here, at
ground floor are utility and cloakroom facilities.

Within the basement accommodation are two
principle rooms and a bathroom, together with
one or two ancillary rooms and spaces. The
windows and French doors to the rear garden
here are in a Pvc finish. (All the windows to the
rear elevation of the house have also been
replaced in a Pvc double glazed finish whilst the
original front windows have been retained and are
fitted with aluminium secondary glazing). A full
bathroom suite services this floor. Studying the
floor plan will draw your attention to the
possibility of semi-independent living here with
some adaptation.

Up at first floor are three double bedrooms, two
replicating the sizes of the reception rooms, one
having access to a walk-in dressing room area with
basin (obvious potential en suite facility space). At
this floor there is also a nicely proportioned
shower room with a sizeable airing cupboard
opposite.

We would also highlight the height of the second
floor - as roomy as the basement - excellent
ceiling height from landing to bedroom, bathroom
and utility. With regards to further useful
information we can confirm that the house has a
solar thermal hot water system that in summer
will provide all the hot water, as well as a solar PV
array, with the benefit of FIT payments.

Outdoors
The first thing to appreciate perhaps is that of the aspect - the
property has a particularly attractive view up towards Arnside
Road and a view of St Saviours Church; the rear aspect is also
not overlooked and neatly framed by a selection of trees to
the boundary.

If you Google Map our property - CH43 2HZ - you'll see how
the garden lies and how the drive for off road parking for a
number of cars with access off Lorne Road. There's also a car
port with an EV charging point. You may also appreciate at
what point along Shrewsbury Road the house is located -
Wellington Road shops less than 5 minutes walk, Oxton Village,
with its Post Office,10 minutes, St Saviour and the Caernarvon
Castle is probably around an 8 minute walk, Birkenhead School
10 mins. Doctors Surgery and Pharmacy and the Williamson
Art Gallery, 15 minutes. Birkenhead Park Station is 10 mins by
bike, via Birkenehead the Park. , towards the main artery for
access to the tunnel.


